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Introduction. Let X be a Banach space with the norm deand let C be a subset o X. A one-parameter family
;
c
0
{Tt
+ } o:f (nonlinear) operators o C into itsel is called a semigroup on C if it satisfies the following conditions"
(
To--I[c (the identity mapping restricted to C) and Tt+s--TtTs
for t, s_0
(ii) For each fixed x e C, Tx is strongly continuous in t >_ 0.
A (possibly) multiple-v ueu operator A (with the domain D(A)
and the range R(A)) in X is said to be a D-ofaof (in the terminology
of Chambers and 0haru [I]) if it satisfies the following condition"
(D) There exists a non-negative function w-w(f) on (0, +c)
such that A IBm-- w(r)I is dissipative for each f > 0 where B-- {x e X
1.

noted by [.

The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition in order
that a D-operator A in X generate a semi-group on D(A) and show some
examples. The condition is a modified version of that in [1].
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor S.
Oharu for his stimulating suggestion.
2. Generation of semi-groups. Our theorem reads"
Theorem 1. We assume that A is a D-operator in X and that
there exists a positive function p-p(r, T) on (0, + c) (0, + c) sarisfying the following condition (S) for each sufficiently large integer
n 2Tw(p(r, T))"
(Sn) The system of equations"
-’,
n)-2Axn)
)-2Ax() xl),
1)-2Axe" x,
)
has a solution {x’, xl),
x)}, where each belongs to B,(r.r) D(A),
and
e (0, T/n]. 2) Then
every
e
x Br D(A)
for
(2,1) exp (tA).x-lim{I--(t/n)A Z,(r.r)}-nX, O<t<T, x e BD(A),

x

x

exists in X for each r, T

.,

_

., x

x

x

+ c } is a semi-group

O, and {exp (tA) 0 t

1) For the notion of multiple-valued operator, we refer to Kato [5], 2.
2) Since 0<2<o(p(r, T)) -1, one can write that
)=(I-2AIB"(r,T))-x,
--(I--A [Bp(r,T))-2,
,X n) =(I--2A [Bp(r,T))-nx.

x

x
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on D(A). Moreover the convergence in (2,1) is uniform in t e [0, T],
exp (tA) is a locally Lipschitz continuous operator for each fixed t>_O"
Ilexp (tA). x--exp (tA). y <_exp [w(p(r, T))t] x-- y
x, y e BrD(A), for each T, rO,
and exp (tA). x is a locally Lipschitz continuous function of t >_ 0 for each
fixed x e D(A).
Sketch of the proof. We set T, r>O, n_m}}2Tw(p(r, T)),
[e(O,T/n],2e(O,T/m], [<_ and xeBD(A). Then by the argument parallel to that used in the proof f Theorem I in CrandallLiggett [2], we obtain immediately the ollowing estimate"

_{[(n/--2m) + n/(2--/)]1/, exp [2w(p(r, T))(n[ + m2)]
+ [m2(2-- /)+(m2--n/)]/.exp [4w(p(r, T))n/]}.l Ax I;
where IIIAxlll-inf {I]Yl;Y e Ax} (c. (1.9) o [2]). This surely enables
us to prove Theorem 1.
3. Examples. Let S be a uniform space and (C(S), I1"11) be the
Banach lattice of all real-valued bounded uniformly continuous functions on S normed with the supremum o the absolute value. We denote
by C(S) + the cone o all non-negative elements o C(S) and define the
norm I[" in the Banach space X=C(S) C(S) by the relation"
(u, v) e x.
I(u, v)l -I u l + v I,
Suppose we are given a generator A o a "sub-Markov semi-group" ) (of
contractions) on C(S)" A is a densely defined closed linear operator such
that R(I-- 2A) C(S) or any 2 0 and
(3,1)
a((f --c) +, Af)<_O
holds for every f e D(A) and every non-negative constant function c on
S where
lim sup g(s),
f :/:O, f >O,
(3,2)
a(f ,g)- o es(,)
0,
f--0;
Sato
[7]), in other words, A is
(see
S(f,z)--[sS; If(s)lllfll-e}
"completely dispersive" in Kunita’s terminology. We define two operators A and A in X by the relations"
i= 1, 2;
D(A)- (D(A) C(S)/) C(S) c X,
(u, v) e D(A),
(3,3)
A(u, v)--(du / uv, --uv),
(u, v) e D(A).
A(u, v)= (Au-uv, uv),
Lemma 2. Both A and A are D-operators in X-C(S)C(S)
with w(r)-2r and satisfy the assumption in Theorem 1 with p(r, T)
--r exp (2rT).
] in C(S), we define a
Proof. For a "semi-scalar product ’’)
in C(S) C(S) by the relation"
semi-scalar product
/

3) For this notion, we refer to Kunita [6].
4) For the definition, see, for example, Yosida [10].
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[(31, Vl), (32, V2)] [Ul, 32] + [Vl, V2],
Then we have easily that

[Vol. 47,

(Ut, V) e X, i-- 1, 2.

,

[A(u, Vl)-A(u2, v2), (Ul, v)--(u2, v2)] _2r II(u, v)--(u2, v)]]
i= 1, 2, for any (u, v) e B D(A) (r0), ]-- 1, 2. This implies that A1
and A are D-operators with w()= 2r.
Next we shall prove (S), n2Tw(p(r, T)), for A--A with p(r, T)
=r exp (2rT). For each (u, v) e B D(AJ and e (0, T/n], there exist
solutions ) e D(A) C(S) +, ) e C(S) + of the equations" U1)- AU1)
--vu)(l+ u))---u, v)--v(l+ u)) since (I-- A) -1 is non-negative
and the operator F ) of C(S) + into itself defined by F])f-vf(l+ f)-,
f e C(S) +, is a Lipschitz continuous operator with the Lipschitz
constant g v] gr. Moreover we have the estimates"
g(1-- ]v[)-lu, v)]]g]v]. Accordingly the equation" (ul ), v] ))
--A(ui),.v))=(u, v), has a solution (U1) V1)) e Brexp(2rT D(AI). By
the same argument the system of equations" (u), v))--Al(U ), v]))
:(Ul 1), vii)), ,’’, (gin), vi))--2A(ul ), vi))--(ul -1), vln-1)), has a solution
(ul), vi)), ..., (ul ), vl )) e B(r) D(A), which satisfies the estimate"

u

v

-,

Finally we shall prove (S), n2Tw(p(r,T)), for A--A with
p(r, T)=r exp (2rT). For each (u, v) e B D(A) and 2 e (0, T/n],
there exists a solution ui)e D(A) C(S) + of the equation" ui)-2Aul
Gi" on C(S) + defined
+ 2vui)(1-2 min (r, ui)))-=u, since the operator
)
by Gi)f -vf(1-2 min (r, f))- is dissipative and locally Lipschitz
continuous and, accordingly, one can use Theorem 1.2.2 in Da Prato
[3]. In view o (3,1) and (3,2) we have (see Sato [7])

+ 2a((ui)-Ilul )+, -vuil)(1-2 rain (r, ui)))-)gl](u- ull)
(see also Sato [8]). Hence ui)glugr. Accordingly
satisfies (ui’, vi))--2A(ul ), Vii)) (U, V),
vl) =v(1-2ui))
e B(r)D(A). By the same argument the system of equations"
(ul ), vi))-2A(ui), vi))-(ul 1), vi)), ., (ul ), vi))-2A(u? ), vln))--(Ul n-i),
(ul ), vl )) e B,(r) D(A), which
vi-l)), has a solution (ul), vi)),
satisfies the estimate"
Q.E.D.
(3,5)
Ilvln) iig(1-2 Iiuil) IIvI
Ilu> IIgliu I,
Applying Theorem 1 to the operators A and A, we have by the
above-mentioned Lemma 2 and in view of the estimates (3,4) and (3,5)
The operators A and A defined by (3,3) generate semi-groups
{exp (tA) Og t< + }, i= 1, 2, respectively on the cone C(S) + x C(S) +

-,

...,

,. /’ (1)_
j<_O whenever f, g e C(S)/;
5) This follows from the fact" (f--g, /(1)
, j--,
where v(f, g)-lim s-l([]f+g[[-Ilfll)--lim sup (sgn f(s))g(s), if f:/:0,--[ [g I, if f--O
10

(cf. Hasegawa [4] and Sato [7]).

sS(f ,)
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of X---C(S) C(S) in the sense of Theorem 1. Moreover we have the
following estimates" Set (u(t), v(t))-exp (tA).(u, v) and (u(t),
=exp (tA).(u, v) or u, v e C(S) / and t0, then
u(t)l exp (t vl).ull,

lv()l lv

Remark. The orms of operators A and A are suggested by the
orth and fith examples of weakly coupled diffusion systems in Yamaguti, Kametaka and Mimura [9]"

3u/3t=u+uv
v/t- -uv,

{Ou/Ot-Au-uv
3v/3t-uv.
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